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Abstract 

Purpose: Firms transforming from a product supplier into a solution provider need to develop 
entirely new organizational capabilities or re-configure existing ones. This article 
conceptualizes Solution Business Fitness as a construct that captures comprehensively the 
capabilities necessary for a firm to operate successfully in solution business and investigates 
how the construct can be measured. 

Design/methodology/approach: Based on a conceptualization of solution-specific 
capabilities and Solution Business Fitness, the development of the SBF measurement model 
followed a three-step procedure: (1) domain specification and conceptual development, (2) 
qualitative pre-study, and (3) quantitative pre-study. The SBF measurement model and its 
relevance was studied in a large scale longitudinal study using survey data from firm 
representatives as well as archival data about the turnover and profitability development of the 
respective solution providers.  

Findings: The study empirically validates solution-business specific capabilities as 
antecedents of firm performance, and shows how different business logics applied by firms 
give capabilities different importance and impact. Managerially, firms can use the developed 
measurement tool to assess their current Solution Business Fitness and define a desired target 
status. When improving the Solution Business Fitness, managers should pay special attention 
to the business logic of their firm, as the required capabilities are context-dependent.  

Originality: The study is the first to conceptualize and measure Solution Business Fitness and 
to empirically investigate the moderating role of business logics on the importance of the 
concept and its elements. 

Keywords: Solution business, Capabilities, Business logic, Organizational fitness 

Paper Type: Original Article 
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Solution Business Fitness:  

Measuring and Managing Across Business Logics1 

 

1. Introduction 

Solution business has recently gained increasing importance in the field of business-to-business 

(B2B) marketing as a way to increase profitability and competitiveness of industrial companies 

(Macdonald et al., 2016; Worm et al., 2017). Solution providers integrate goods, service and 

knowledge elements into unique combinations that solve strategically important customer 

specific problems and create more value than the sum of the individual elements. This is 

achieved by integrating customer and supplier resources as well as processes (Macdonald et 

al., 2016; Nordin and Kowalkowski, 2010; Storbacka, 2011; Tuli et al., 2007; Ulaga and 

Reinartz, 2011). Consequently, solutions are characterized by “end-to-end offers around 

customer activities and/or processes” as well as a “fundamental shift of the vendor’s value 

proposition” in which “solutions providers take on the responsibility to achieve specific 

outcomes defined by the customer” (Worm et al., 2017, p. 491). Therefore, for traditional 

manufacturers, solution business typically overlaps with “servitization” (Baines et al., 2009; 

Raddats et al., 2019, Vandermerwe and Rada, 1988) – that is, a shift from a product-centric to 

a service-centric business approach that reaches far beyond any “service infusion”, which 

typically only reflects an increase of the relative importance of a firm’s service offerings 

(Kowalkowski et al., 2017). 

The process of development toward solution offerings started over twenty years ago. 

According to a recent industry survey, it was expected that by 2020 65% of the world’s 

manufacturing capacity would have been switched from production to services as their main 

 
1 The Web Appendx to this paper is avalable at http://dx.doi.org/10.17169/refubium-28228 
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revenue source (The Manufacturer 2017). Manufacturers move in this direction as solutions 

promise to offer opportunities for sustainable competitive advantage in increasingly 

competitive globalizing markets. This is especially the case when the core product is becoming 

commoditized. For example, Michelin’s “Fleet Solutions” involve the customers – typically 

large transportation companies – contracting to buy not tires but operational benefits such as 

better cost control, fewer breakdowns, and less administration (Renault et al., 2010). Similarly, 

BASF Coatings offers an integrated painting process to car manufacturers instead of selling 

simply paint (Worm et al., 2017).  

Although solutions can enable a firm to grow revenue (Eggert et al., 2014; Johansson 

et al., 2003; Worm et al., 2017), a strategy shift to solution business does not automatically 

lead to improved business performance (Antioco et al., 2008; Eggert et al., 2011; Eggert et al., 

2014; Nezami et al., 2018; Suarez et al., 2013). Moreover, mixed evidence on the performance 

implications of solution business offerings (Fang et al., 2008; Gebauer et al., 2012; Nezami et 

al., 2018) underscores the necessity to better understand the relationship between a firm’s 

engagement in solution business and its performance (Visnjic Kastalli and Van Looy, 2013). 

Consequently, recent literature highlights that solutions are not a “universal route to gaining 

competitive advantage” (Worm et al., 2017, p. 490) and stresses the necessity to investigate 

the link between solution-specific capabilities and solution performance (Davies et al., 2007; 

Hobday et al., 2005; Sawhney, 2006) as well as the moderating role of firm and industry 

conditions (Lilien, 2016; Nezami et al., 2018; Worm et al., 2017). In a similar vein, the 

literature on dynamic capabilities also emphasizes the importance of developing contextually 

contingent capabilities (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Teece et al., 1997).  

Against this backdrop, our research aims at determining what capabilities companies 

need to be successful in solutions business, how these capabilities can be measured, and if and 

how their importance differs across various business contexts. Consequently, the paper focuses 
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on the following three research questions. First, we delineate the assortment of capabilities a 

supplier needs to be able to offer solutions successfully. We term the degree to which a firm 

holds an appropriate assortment of solution business-specific capabilities (SBSCs) Solution 

Business Fitness (SBF). Second, based on this conceptualization, and to develop a tool that is 

practically useful for developing solution business strategies, we investigate how SBF can be 

measured. Third, to capture the possible moderating role of firm conditions, we study how 

different business contexts in which a supplier firm operates influence the importance of certain 

capabilities. Specifically, we show how the business logic, i.e., the operational approach a 

supplier firm pursues, influences the impact of single SBSCs on SBF. 

Our research offers three important contributions. First, we identify the dimensions of 

SBF and develop and positively test a scale to measure SBF as a basis for developing successful 

solution business strategies. Second, we show how configurations of various organizational 

features (i.e., a firm’s business logic) moderate the effect of solutions-specific capabilities on 

SBF. Third, the results thus can help guide firms in improving their SBF according to their 

current situation by shaping their SBSCs to achieve better firm performance. 

The paper’s structure is as follows. The next section addresses the possible reasons 

behind the challenges solution providers face in achieving performance in solution business 

and shows which capabilities are needed to overcome these obstacles. The subsequent section 

describes the empirical studies we conducted to develop and test our SBF measurement model. 

The following sections discuss the firm’s business logic as a possible moderator of the effects 

SBSCs have on SBF and thus on firm performance. Finally, we discuss the theoretical 

contribution, managerial implications, as well as limitations and avenues for further research. 

2. The Importance of Capabilities for Performance in Solution Business  

Several studies indicate that firms transforming from a product supplier into a solution provider 

need to develop entirely new organizational capabilities or re-configure existing ones (see 
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Tables A1 and A2 in the Web Appendix). Such organizational capabilities represent “complex 

bundles of skills and accumulated knowledge, exercised through organizational processes that 

enable firms to coordinate activities and make use of their assets” (Day, 1994, p. 38). Typically, 

these are complex patterns of skills and knowledge that are visible as routinized actions 

(Morgan, 2012; Winter, 2000). Literature on dynamic capabilities suggests that capabilities are 

highly contingent on the organizational and environmental context (Eisenhardt and Martin, 

2000; Teece et al., 1997). We term those capabilities that emerge as being necessary for 

successfully offering solutions “solution business-specific capabilities” (SBSCs).2  

This literature suggests that the challenges in developing suitable capabilities pose de 

facto obstacles for many firms seeking to become successful solution providers. Accordingly, 

we propose that whether a firm is capable of moving successfully into solution business largely 

depends on its Solution Business Fitness (SBF). We define this as the degree to which a firm 

holds an appropriate assortment of SBSCs. SBF thus represents a special form of 

organizational fitness that, based on a firm’s SBSCs, encompasses the firm’s general capability 

to adapt its organizational design, behavior, and culture to new circumstances (e.g., Davenport 

et al., 2006; Ruef, 1997). Consequently, organizational fitness differs from the concept of 

“readiness”, which in addition covers motivational aspects either on the individual or the 

organizational level (e.g., Armenakis et al., 1993; Parasuraman, 2000; Vize et al., 2013, Yen 

et al., 2012). By contrast, SBF comprehensively captures all capabilities a solution provider 

needs to successfully conduct solution business. It represents, based on existing SBSCs, the 

potentiality that a firm is capable of successfully offering solutions to its customers. Based on 

this conceptualization and true to the motto „If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it” 

(Kaplan and Norton, 1992, p. 21), we develop a measurement model to capture SBF and its 

 
2  We list various studies that investigate single SBSCs in Table A1 in the Web Appendix. In addition, several 

other studies, listed in Table A2 in the Web Appendix, provide more comprehensive categorizations of 
capabilities which try to capture the entirety of SBSCs. 
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components in the following section. To demonstrate the relevance of SBF, we subsequently 

also investigate the link between SBF and firm performance. 

3. Development of the SBF measurement model  

The development of the SBF measurement model followed a three-step procedure: (1) domain 

specification and conceptual development, (2) qualitative pre-study, and (3) quantitative pre-

study. 

 

3.1. Domain Specification and Conceptual Development 

The first phase of developing a measure for SBF was to specify key facets of the construct’s 

domain (Diamantopoulos, 2011) and delineate SBF into its elements and capability sets. In this 

process, we were guided by Day’s (1994) argument that capabilities can be classified based on 

whether their focus is on internally or externally facing processes. This is congruent with the 

recent arguments provided by Forkmann et al. (2017) with respect to service infusion. Our 

literature review also identified another, more strategic facet of solution business, related to the 

re-organization of strategy, structure, people, and rewards (Cova and Salle, 2007), or to 

organizational structure, contracting ability, and technology investments (Worm et al., 2017). 

This is congruent with previously suggested categorizations of elements related to “front-end”, 

“back-end”, and “top management” (Foote et al., 2001; Pawar et al., 2009), 

Building on this, we labelled these three capability sets (Storbacka, 2011) as follows: 

“commercialization”, representing a firm’s ability to create solutions that enable improved 

value creation for customers, to sell the solutions to customers, and to receive compensation 

based on customers’ value-in-use; “industrialization”, comprising a firm’s ability to 

standardize the solution elements to create the prerequisites for repeatability and scalability; 
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and “solution business platform”, capturing a firm’s ability to create the necessary support for 

effective management of the solution business process. 

Based on an evaluation of the literature (see Web Appendix A), we further adopted the 

logic suggested by Storbacka (2011), who builds on Voss and Hsuan (2009) as well as on Bask 

et al. (2010), and who suggests twelve SBSCs, which we can further allocate to the three 

higher-order capability sets as follows: 

1. Solution Platform: Strategy Planning, Management System, Infrastructure Support, 
Human Resources Management 

2. Industrialization: Solution Development, Solution Availability, Solution Configuration, 
Solution Delivery 

3. Commercialization: Value Research (Segment), Value Propositions (Segment), Value 
Quantification (Customer), Value Verification (Customer) 

The starting point has been that the SBSCs associated with each of the three capability 

sets represent a comprehensive coverage of these capability sets, and that the three capability 

sets make for a comprehensive coverage of the SBF construct. To evaluate whether our 

measurement approach fully captures all capabilities that were identified in the literature we 

allocated the respective capabilities to the proposed twelve SBSCs. As all capabilities identified 

in the literature can be assigned to at least one of the proposed SBSCs, we can assume that the 

SBSCs comprehensively encompass the relevant solution business capabilities (see Tables A3 

and A4 of the Web Appendix). 

The further development of the measurement items for SBF was also informed by the 

work of Storbacka (2011), who, for the twelve SBSCs, identified 64 management practices 

pertinent to the effective management of solution business. These were used as a starting point 

for a process aimed at specification of relevant measurement items.  

The three capability sets (Solution Platform, Industrialization, Commercialization) 

determine the SBF construct at the highest level. Accordingly, the resulting measurement 

model (see Figure 1) represents a three-level formative-formative-formative construct (Becker 

et al., 2012; Diamantopoulos et al., 2008; Jarvis et al., 2003), where first-order elements 
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(SBSCs) are formatively measured constructs that form abstract (second-order) latent 

constructs (capability sets), which in turn form an abstract (third-order) latent construct (SBF).  

========================== 
Insert Figure 1 about here 

========================== 
 

We chose to operationalize SBF and its elements as formative-formative-formative 

(Diamantopoulos and Siguaw, 2006) because that represents the direction of causality from the 

measurement items to the SBSCs (first-order constructs), from SBSCs to capability sets 

(second-order latent constructs), and from second-order latent constructs to the more general 

third-order latent construct of SBF (Jarvis et al., 2003). In other words, SBSCs could be viewed 

as causing SBF rather than the other way around. Thus, changes in SBF do not necessitate a 

change in all capability sets, and a change in any of the capability sets does not necessarily 

result in changes in all of its SBSCs.  

We first developed the capabilities we had identified into 64 measurement items. Finally, 

we completed the measurement model with a global measure for SBF that consists of three 

reflective items representing the three capability sets. We use this global measure to test the 

convergence validity and to calibrate the weights of the three-level formative-formative-

formative SBF construct. 

3.2. Qualitative Pre-study  

To check the relevance and practical meaning of the initial 64 measurement items developed, 

we carried out a series of qualitative cognitive pre-testing interviews in 2010 with 13 senior-

level executives or their direct reports in Finland, the Netherlands, and Sweden, each lasting 

between 43 and 71 minutes. The indicators were subjected to cognitive pre-testing to evaluate 

comprehension, retrieval of information, judgement, and ability to formulate a response 

(Tourangeau, 1984). To ensure applicability of the indicators to the wider population, the pre-

test participants were selected from a wide range of B2B firms representing various business 
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logics and industries: mining and construction, cargo handling systems, network infrastructure, 

industrial machinery, chemicals, food manufacturing and retailing, and mobile software 

solutions. To aid interpretation, based on the test, we slightly amended the wording of 13 items. 

3.3. Quantitative Pre-study  

We tested the measurement items developed using a sample of managers representing the same 

13 B2B firms as the executives participating in the cognitive test. This test took place in 2010. 

Its purpose was to evaluate comprehension and content validity and the importance of each 

capability. The pre-testing process invited participants to respond to a survey, comprising 

descriptions of the 64 identified management practices, grouped into the 12 SBSCs, asking 

them to evaluate how well the statements describe the situation in the respondent’s firm on a 

scale from 1 to 6, anchors being “strongly disagree” and “strongly agree”. It also asked them 

to rank, in order of importance for achieving success, the three most important capabilities in 

each of the 12 SBSCs, and to provide any open-ended feedback about items which they found 

ambiguous, confusing, or repetitive. A total of 164 fully completed responses came in. The 

open-ended comments revealed that although most items were interpreted as intended, the 

respondents found that there were repetitive measurement items within the 12 SBSCs, 

suggesting that 11 of the items could be removed or combined because in formative 

measurement models it is important to select a set of items that is complementing rather than 

substituting each other. Accordingly, we further tested item structure. In the final stage of this 

analysis, we retained 53 items, which represent the 12 SBSCs by four to six indicators. A 

regression with a factor measuring solution business globally (alpha = .84) as dependent 

variable produces an adjusted R² of .54 indicating a sufficient convergence validity.   

4. Data collection 
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To test our measurement model, we collected not only survey data, assessing the availability 

of capabilities related to SBF, but also archival data about the turnover and profitability 

development of the firms, and expert assessment data, evaluating the business logic.  

4.1. Primary Firm Data  

4.1.1. Measures for SBSC 

The twelve first-order SBSCs, i.e., Strategic Planning, Management System, Infrastructure 

Support, Human Resources Management, Solution Development, Solution Availability, 

Solution Configuration, Solution Delivery, Value Research (Segment), Value Propositions 

(Segment), Value Quantification (Customer), and Value Verification (Customer), are measured 

with four to six indicators each (53 items in total). Tables B1 to B3 in the Web Appendix show 

the measurement items and their exact wordings.  

4.1.2. Global measure for SBF 

We also measured three items to capture the SBF on a global level. Respondents were asked to 

give an overall score (a) on how well solution sales work in their company/organizational unit, 

(b) for their company’s ability to commercialize solutions, and (c) for their company’s ability 

to industrialize solutions. Table B4 in the Web Appendix shows the exact wording. 

4.1.3. Other variables 

Finally, we incorporated several variables that measure respondents’ characteristics including 

age, job role, job tenure, country of work, and position (president, vice president/director, 

manager, other). Moreover, respondents had to indicate the name of their company, which 

enabled us to match the survey data with secondary firm performance data. 

4.1.4. Sampling  

To increase generalizability, we based the sampling logic on three pillars. First, we selected 

B2B firms with the aim of generating a sample that covered a wide range of firms of different 

sizes, from various industries, using various business logics. As the purpose of the study is to 
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investigate SBF and capabilities related to solution business, we needed to ensure that some of 

the firms in our sample were involved in solution business. To identify such firms relying on 

secondary sources, such as annual reports, is unreliable as there is no mandatory reporting 

related to the topic. Instead, we used participation in executive education programs focusing 

on solution business as a proxy for the fact that a firm is either involved in solution business or 

considering getting involved in it. After identifying a suitable international executive education 

program, we sampled all participating firms, assuming that this sample would contain a wide 

range of SBF: from no experience yet (but some interest) in solution business, to considerable 

experience. The firms, headquartered in Europe, represent industrial machinery and systems, 

mining and construction, cargo handling systems, network infrastructure, chemicals, food 

manufacturing and retailing, timber and pulp and paper, industrial consumables, 

telecommunications, and mobile software solutions. 

Second, because the capabilities related to SBF are by their nature comprehensive, we 

aimed to select survey data from informants who represented a multitude of functional 

expertise. To secure a comprehensive understanding of the subject matter, we endeavored to 

cover a wide range of job functions including sales, operations, and product management on 

various hierarchical levels for the same firms. 

Third, to answer our research questions, the survey data and archival data collected are 

longitudinal. The survey data collected covers multiple informant data from 17 firms, with a 

total sample size of 1,339, divided into 466 for year 2010, 471 (2011), 201 (2012), 128 (2013) 

and 73 (2014). Additionally, the archival data for the 17 firms covers the above survey years. 

4.1.5. Data collection 

The survey data was collected in connection with a yearly multi-company executive education 

program focused on solution business development. The informants for each firm – mainly 

individuals not participating in the executive education program – were identified by 
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representatives of the firms (based on instructions from the researchers), and the informants 

were asked via email to fill in the online questionnaire. The informants work in different 

countries in Europe, the US, and Asia, and represented different functions. Table B5 in the 

Web Appendix provides detailed information about the respondents’ characteristics such as job 

role, age, and tenure. Most respondents were from Sales (39%), 45% were managers and 41% 

are vice president/director/president, 58% had more than nine years of working experience, 

and 77% of respondents were a minimum of 40 years of age. 

4.1.6. Missing value analysis and multiple imputation 

The data set of 1,339 respondents contains missing values. The number of missing values 

ranges from 16 to 376 per variable. Thus, the overall rate of missing values per variable ranges 

from 1.2% to 28.1% (mean = 8.5%). However, the amount of missing information is smaller 

because of high correlations and linear dependence among many items. A simple list-wise 

deletion of incomplete observations would, however, reduce the sample to 476 observations or 

35.5% of the original sample. As a result, we would not have been able to evaluate, for example, 

the effects of business logics due to an insufficient number of observations in some business 

logic groups. Such information loss and analytical restriction are unnecessary because the 

literature recommends imputation methods (Little and Rubin, 2014). We apply a stochastic 

multiple imputation technique which uses chained regressions (MICE) involving all variables 

used in any subsequent analysis (White et al., 2011). We repeat the procedure 20 times and use 

the averages of imputed values for each missing data entry in the subsequent analyses. Thus, 

we can utilize the full data set of 1,339 observations and maximize the use of available 

information for subsequent analyses.3  

 
3  To evaluate the potential effect of non-response bias, we estimated the SBF model using (a) complete 

observations only and (b) observations with at least one missing but imputed value. Results suggest a 
negligible non-response bias because group differences concerning main effects, test results, model R² as well 
as constructs’ reliability and validity criteria are insignificant (p > .05) with very few exceptions. For example, 
only six out of 51 item weights are significantly different and one path coefficients of the SBF measurement 
model are different (p > .05). The R²s of the models are almost identical. 
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4.2. Secondary Firm Data  

To evaluate the performance effects and predictive validity of SBF we could have included 

subjective measures for firm performance metrics into the survey. The validity of single source 

data can, however, be limited because of common method-bias inflating effect sizes. In this 

regard, an investigation of the impact of SBF on firm performance especially could be biased. 

We therefore collected objective firm-level data from secondary sources to measure firm 

performance.  

4.2.1. Firm performance 

Firm performance was measured by using the natural logarithm of operating profit of the 17 

firms, covering the years 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014. To control for firm size effects, 

we add the natural logarithm of turnover to the model. The data was collected from the firms’ 

official financial statements.  

4.2.2. Data matching 

Since the primary survey data is on a single respondent level, we aggregate this data to a firm 

level by calculating for each firm and year the mean SBF scores and matching these scores 

with the firm-level data. For the 17 firms and five years, we get an unbalanced panel with N = 

30 observations. We accomplish this by extracting for each firm and year the factor scores for 

(a) the SBF composite measure and (b) the SBF global measure from the structural equation 

model which we describe next.  

5. Evaluation of the SBF Measurement Model 

5.1. Method 

5.1.1. Estimation procedure 

The analysis uses partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) to test the SBF 

model (Ringle et al., 2015). This variance-based SEM methodology has several advantages 

over covariance-based SEM (e.g. Chin, 1998; Hair et al., 2011, 2012; Hair et al., 2017). PLS-
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SEM is a regression-based approach which minimizes the residual variances of the endogenous 

constructs. Compared to covariance-based SEM (CB-SEM), PLS-SEM is more robust and 

more efficient with fewer identification issues. Most importantly, it readily incorporates 

reflective as well as formative constructs, a property which is relevant in our setting and 

therefore excludes the application of CB-SEM. We apply bootstrap procedure with 5,000 

replications and interpret the 95% bias corrected confidence intervals to test the significance 

of model parameters. 

5.1.2. Modeling the three-level formative-formative-formative SBF construct  

Our higher-order model requires a special estimation technique because observed variables 

(indicators) do not exist for the formative constructs on level two and three (see Figure 1). We 

therefore follow the recommendation of Becker et al. (2012) and apply the repeated indicator 

approach with mode B on the higher-order construct and inner path weighting scheme. The 

repeated indicator approach uses for each higher-order construct all observed indicators of the 

lower-order constructs as measurement items.  

For example, all items measuring the four first-level constructs Strategic Planning, 

Management System, Infrastructure Support, Human Resources Management are used to 

measure the second-level construct Solution Platform. We measure the third-level construct 

SBF by using all measurement items of the twelve first-level constructs.  

Hence, each measurement variable is used three times in the model. According to 

Becker et al.’s (2012) simulation study results, this approach produces more precise parameter 

estimates and more reliable higher-order construct scores which we need for the analysis of the 

SBF-performance link. Note that we use the global measure for SBF as the outside criterion in 

the PLS-SEM model to get the outer and inner model path weights. Table B6 in the Web 

Appendix shows correlations of latent variables. 

5.2. Measurement model fit 
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Tables B1 to B4 in the Web Appendix present the results of the measurement model evaluation. 

To evaluate the (first-level) formative measurement models, we first consider three criteria: 

indicator weights, indicator loadings, and variance inflation factors. We follow the 

recommendation of Hair et al. (2017) and deleted three items because their weights are not 

significantly different form zero and their loadings was below .5. Tables B1 to B3 in the Web 

Appendix show all items which have been deleted. In the final model all indicator weights are 

either significantly larger than zero (the bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals do not include 

zero) or the outer loadings are at least larger than .5. The latter criterion ensures that we do not 

omit potentially relevant indicators which have a considerable absolute contribution although 

the weight is not significantly different from zero. Finally, the variance inflation factors are 

below 5. Additionally, we applied a vanishing tetrad test to find evidence for our formative (vs. 

reflective) model specification (see Table B7 in the Web Appendix). 

Concerning the formative higher-order constructs, all variance inflation factors are also 

below the common threshold 5 (Hair et al., 2011). Further, all paths between respectively the 

first-level constructs and the second-level formative constructs, and the second-level construct 

and third-level formative construct, have the expected positive sign and are significantly 

different form zero because the bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals do not include the zero 

(see Table 1). Finally, we evaluate for each formative higher-order construct its respective error 

variance, which should be smaller than 50% (Edwards, 2001; MacKenzie et al., 2011).  

We calculate the adequacy coefficient R²a, which is the sum of squared canonical 

loadings between the lower-order latent variable scores and their associated higher-order latent 

variable divided by the number of sub-dimensions (Edwards, 2001). These adequacy 

coefficients are .653 (Solution Platform), .658 (Industrialization), .667 (Commercialization), 

and .855 (SBF composite) and therefore suggest that error variances are below the 50% 

threshold. We also developed three items that measure SBF reflectively. This global measure 
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serves as outside criterion and fulfills all criteria: indicator loadings > .7, average variance 

extracted > 75%, Cronbachs alpha > .7, composite reliability > .7 (see Table B4 in the Web 

Appendix). 

Since we have multi-country data, we tested also for measurement invariance. For this 

analysis, we divided the observations into four geographical regions. We find a satisfactory 

degree of configural invariance, compositional invariance, and invariance of structural 

parameters (see Tables B8 and B9 in the Web Appendix). 

Table 1 shows the results of the structural equation model. Using the global measure for 

SBF as dependent variable model in the PLS-SEM, we find that each of the twelve SBSCs and 

the three higher-order constructs Solution Platform, Industrialization, and Commercialization 

have a positive, and significantly different from zero (p < .05), relation with the composite 

measure of SBF. The same holds for all total effects. Hence, we find support for our 

conceptually developed assumption that all SBSCs of a firm contribute to its SBF. The 

coefficients between the first- and second-level constructs range from .120 (Value Proposition 

(Segment) on Commercialization) to .502 (Value Verification (Customer) on 

Commercialization). This suggests some variety concerning the relative importance of the 

various SBSCs but the majority of SBSCs have weights of .2 to .4.  

The impact of the second-level constructs on the third-level SBF composite measure are 

.428 for Solution Platform, .453 for Industrialization, and .191 for Commercialization. Hence, 

Commercialization has a considerably smaller relative perceived importance than the other two 

third-level constructs. Finally, we find that the three-level formative-formative-formative SBF 

measurement model can predict 48.4% of the variation in the global measure of SBF 

(coefficient is .696). While this value is slightly below the common threshold of 50%, the 

analyses concerning the moderating roles of business logics show that there is considerable 

heterogeneity in this relationship that is concealed by this aggregated analysis.  
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===================== 
Insert Table 1 about here 

===================== 
 

5.3. Modeling and testing the SBF-Firm Performance Link 

To investigate the relevance of SBF, we test its impact on firm performance (see Figure 1) 

using the following model: (1) 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽 + 𝛽 ∙ 𝑆𝐵𝐹 + 𝛽 ∙ 𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 + 𝜇 +  𝜀  

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡  for each firm i and year t the dependent variable. 𝑆𝐵𝐹  represents the aggregated SBF 

scores. We use the composite score and the score of the global SBF measure. We also present 

models using the latent variable scores for each of the three second level and 12 first level SBF 

subdimensions. 𝛽  is the parameter of interest, which measures the relationship between SBF 

and Firm Performance. 𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒  serves as control variable, 𝜇  measures time constant firm 

effects and 𝜀  represents the error term. 

The small sample of N = 30 observations may raise concerns about the stability of 

findings for the SBF-firm performance relationship. We therefore test a five model set-up and 

we apply different estimation techniques – namely a multilevel model with firm-level random 

effects and AR(1)- and heteroscedasticity-robust standard errors (model 1), to control for time-

stable unobserved heterogeneity, firm fixed effect panel OLS regression models, and firm fixed 

effect quantile regression with same period SBF (models 2 and 3) as well as one period lagged 

SBF with firm-cluster robust standard errors (models 4 and 5). Note that sample size for the 

two models with lagged SBF reduces to N = 13 observations. 

We test the SBF-firm performance link by using the firm-year-level aggregated latent 

variable scores for the SBF composite as well as global measure of SBF from the PLS-SEM in 

Table 1 and regress these values on the firm performance metrics. Table C1 and C2 in the Web 

Appendix show the descriptive statistics of model variables. Table 2 shows the results for the 

SBF-firm performance models, which we have defined in equation (1) above. In the majority 

of models this coefficient is positive and significantly different form zero with p < .05. A more 
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nuanced insight provides Table C3 in the Web Appendix that relates also each first and second 

level SBF dimension to performance. It shows that second level dimensions (Solution Platform, 

Industrialization, and Commercialization) are of similar importance. The picture for the first 

level SBSCs is more diverse. Especially Strategic Planning (Solution Platform), Value 

Proposition (Segment) and Value Research (Segment) (both Commercialization), and Solution 

Configuration (Industrialization) are positively related to performance. The more pronounced 

and stable findings for the prior year SBF measures are noteworthy because these suggest that 

there is a time lag between developing SBF and its (positive) effect on firm performance. 

Despite the small sample sizes for these models, we have compelling evidence in favor of the 

assumption that the higher a firm’s SBF, the higher is its performance. 

===================== 
Insert Table 2 about here 

===================== 
 

6. Moderating Role of Business Logics 

6.1. Conceptual Development  

Research tends to treat solution providers as a homogenous group (Kapletia and Probert, 2010), 

and so far only a few studies offer guidelines for developing solution business in different 

environmental contexts (Baines et al., 2009; Ehret et al., 2013; Storbacka et al., 2013) or for 

different types of solutions (Ulaga and Reinartz, 2011). Building on the extensive literature on 

contingency theory (e.g., Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985; Feng et al., 2017; Mahajan and 

Churchill, 1990; Olson et al., 2005; Ruekert et al., 1985), we assume that different business 

environments give capabilities different importance and impact. Interestingly, literature on 

dynamic capabilities (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Teece et al., 1997) suggests that the ability 

to “acquire, integrate, and deploy resources and capabilities in ways that match the marketplace 

conditions is the most significant and enduring source of competitive advantage” (Feng et al., 

2017, p. 79).  
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From a solution business perspective, Storbacka et al. (2013) show that there are 

fundamental contextual differences between firms selling machines (e.g., production 

machinery installed in customers’ production sites) and firms selling commodities (e.g., 

chemicals used by customers in their production process) because they operate using different 

business logics. These business logics can be viewed as a set of archetypes, since they are 

contextual and focus on organizational features of the supplier (Short et al., 2008). They thus 

represent configurations of various organizational features, organized around certain 

conceptual themes (Miller, 1996). Key to identifying the business logics is the orchestrating 

theme, which explains why various organizational elements interrelate and complement each 

other in such a way as to achieve configurational fit (Doty et al., 1993). Archetypes often come 

with a title that describes the “essence” of the rationale behind them (Massa and Tucci, 2014). 

Following Storbacka and Pennanen (2014) we differentiate five archetypal business logics 

relevant to solution business: (1) installed-base, (2) input-to-process, (3) continuous-

relationships, (4) consumer-brands, and (5) situational-services (see Table D1 in the Web 

Appendix for details). These business logics are neither to be viewed as a complete list of all 

possible business logics, nor as conceptually completely distinct.  

Importantly, business logic transcends industry definitions, indicating that firms from 

different industries end up using business logics that are fundamentally similar although they 

represent completely different industries. For instance, from this perspective selling elevators 

is quite similar to selling computer servers since in both cases the firms sell equipment that 

forms an installed base, and as a consequence they offer services to do with running the 

equipment.  

The business logic that a firm applies will highlight what is important for the firm to 

focus on to achieve performance and will, therefore, be the foundation for the development of 

cognitive maps, schemas, or recipes (Prahalad and Bettis, 1986; Sabatier et al., 2012; Spender, 
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1989). Building on Prahalad and Bettis (1986), we argue that actors evolving using the same 

business logic develop similar conceptualizations of the business and the tools and processes 

needed to accomplish goals. These will have an impact on all functions, from production to 

marketing and from strategy to operations. These shared views about how best to manage firms 

lead to common organization-level practices. Hence, it is likely that the business logics that 

firms are relying upon will have an impact on the types and levels of capabilities that they will 

develop (Matthyssens et al., 2009). Consequently, we assume that a firm’s business logic has 

an impact on what capabilities it has developed and focuses on, and how fit it is for solution 

business overall (see Figure 1).  

 

6.2. Results  

Since we have only 81 observations for the Consumer Brands firms, we exclude this group 

from the multi-group analysis we conduct to investigate whether the business logic affects the 

relative importance of the various SBSCs for SBF. For the other four business logics, Installed 

Base (N = 363), Input-to-Process (N = 265), Situational Services (N = 470), and Continuous 

Services (N = 160), we have a sufficient number of observations. We run for each pair a multi-

group analysis with 5,000 bootstrap replications. Table 3 presents results for this analysis. This 

table shows differences of the importance of SBF drivers within each group (connected letter 

report in each column) as well as between groups (connected color report in each row). Per 

column, if SBF drivers which share the same letters (e.g., Installed Base: Management System 

and Strategic Planning share the letters “c”, “d”, and “e”), then the estimates of the drivers 

(.365 and .358 in the example) are not significantly different. If all the letters are different (e.g., 

Installed Base: Management Support has “b”, “c”, and “d” and Infrastructure Support has “a” 

and “b”), then the coefficients (in the example .365 and .215) are significantly different at a 

95% confidence level. Per row, the estimates are shaded with three different colors which show 
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(in)significant estimate differences across groups. Dark grey indicates the coefficient is 

significantly larger than light grey estimates. For example, for Solution Hierarchy, the 

estimates of Situational Services and Installed-base are .313 and .303 (dark grey), which are 

significantly larger than the coefficient in light grey (Input-to-Process: .122). The coefficient 

in medium grey (in the example: .292 for Continuous Service) is not significantly different 

from either dark or light grey ones.  

===================== 
Insert Table 3 about here 

===================== 
 

Overall, we find that for seven of the twelve SBSCs, Strategic Planning, Management 

System, Solution Hierarchy, Solution Configuration, Solution Delivery, Value Research 

(Segment), and Value Proposition (Segment), there are significant differences between the 

business logics. In contrast, the SBSCs Infrastructure Support, Human Resources, Solution 

Tools, Value Quantification, and Value Verification are of similar importance for all business 

logics. Obviously, these are capabilities that each firm pursuing a solutions business strategy 

needs to have or develop.  

Analyzing the similarities and differences per column and row, it becomes obvious that 

the four business logics have different capability profiles, confirming our expectation. For each 

business logic, some SBSCs are more and some SBSCs are less important compared to at least 

one other business logic. The business logic Continuous-service is “average” because most 

importance weights of SBSCs are in medium grey and therefore not significantly different from 

the other business logics. Interestingly, Installed-base and Situational-service firms are rather 

similar to each other whereas Input-to-process and Continuous-service are more unique.  

For example, Strategic Planning is particularly important for Input-to-Process firms. 

This finding is congruent with Storbacka et al. (2013), who argue that while Installed Base 

firms can gradually shift toward solutions, for Input-to-Process firms the changes are less 
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transitional, and therefore require a change of strategy. Moreover, also Solution Configuration 

and Value Proposition are of greater importance for this type of firms. In contrast, Management 

System and Solution Hierarchy are far less import for firms that follow an Input-to-Process 

logic. 

Finally, when comparing the capability sets, we note that Solution Platform and 

Industrialization are relatively important in all business logics and that Commercialization is 

least important. Noteworthy is the finding that for Continuous-service firms, 

Commercialization is not a relevant SBF dimension. Obviously, as these firms typically offer 

long-term contracts, sales activities are always only sporadically important, i.e. when 

negotiating possible contract renewals with customers. On the other hand, it is much more 

crucial to focus on creating the internal conditions that ensure that the solution is actually 

delivered successfully to the customer. This also explains why especially the capabilities 

Management System and Solution Delivery are of high perceived importance. 

7. Discussion 

Extant research has shown that companies shifting toward solution business models struggle 

to achieve their intended economic performance (Antioco et al., 2008; Eggert et al., 2011; 

Eggert et al., 2014; Fang et al., 2008; Neely, 2008; Nezami et al., 2018; Suarez et al., 2013). 

One central reason for this outcome relates to the need for a set of SBSCs (Davies et al., 2007; 

Storbacka, 2011), and hence, we explored what capabilities a supplier firm needs to be 

successful in solution business. We conceptualize SBF as a construct that comprehensively 

captures the necessary capabilities. In particular, we attempt to answer the following specific 

research questions: (1) what assortment of capabilities does a supplier need to be able to offer 

solutions successfully; (2) how can SBF be measured; and (3) what differences exist with 

respect to the importance of certain capabilities between different business logics suppliers 

pursue? 
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7.1. Theoretical Implications  

The paper makes three contributions to the literature on solution business. First, building on 

previous research exploring comprehensive categorizations of solution business capabilities 

and answering to calls to establish a validated set of capability indicators (Ulaga and Reinartz, 

2011; Worm et al., 2017), we conceptualize and empirically test SBF as a combination of 

specific sets of capabilities. The SBF construct, its dimensions, and its measurement tool create 

a foundation for investigating which capabilities are important for firms shifting toward 

solution business and how they drive firm performance. 

Interestingly, the capability to define solution business-specific value propositions on a 

segment level has the lowest impact on SBF, while all other capabilities contribute more or less 

equally to SBF. The reason for this may lie in the fact that value propositions in solution 

business that are developed for a group of customers must initially remain vague, since their 

concrete formulation can only be done in collaboration with a specific customer. However, 

relating the SBSCs to firm performance, business-specific value propositions on a segment 

level is one of the most important factors. This suggest differences in respondent individual 

perception of and actual importance of this SBSC. 

The relatively large importance of Strategic Planning indicates that success in solution 

business is a company-wide effort that cannot be delegated to any specific function. If the 

transformation toward solution business is not part of the corporate strategy, achieving success 

it is not likely as solution business requires investments in terms of resource allocations and 

shifts in development focus. The firm performance models support this notion. 

Moreover, Commercialization, combining all customer-facing capabilities, has the 

lowest perceived importance of all capabilities sets. This highlights the perceived importance 

of the other more company-internal changes in this regard. Again, here is a gap between 

respondents’ perceptions and the actual importance as measure by firm’s profit. For firm 
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performance, Commercialization is rather equally important. This result supports research that 

propagates effective solution selling as a key factor for success in solution business (e.g., 

Panagopoulos et al., 2017). 

Second, the results of our study elucidate that a firm’s SBF has a strong positive impact 

on firm performance, thus validating empirically the importance of SBSCs as antecedents of 

performance, as suggested by a number of qualitative studies (e.g., Möller and Törrönen, 2003; 

Storbacka, 2011; Ulaga and Reinartz, 2011). This positive impact of SBF on firm performance 

becomes even more pronounced when considering a time lag between the development of SBF 

and its effect on firm performance. This strongly supports the notion that, similar to other sorts 

of capabilities (e.g., Lee and Kim, 2006), SBSCs, too, take some time to develop their positive 

impact on firm performance. 

Third, our research shows that the importance of certain SBSCs as well as of the 

capability sets on a firm’s SBF is moderated by the business logic that the firm pursues. As a 

result, capability gaps and ways to overcome them are dependent on how a supplier firm is 

structured internally as well as on the strategic goals it wants to achieve within solution 

business.  

The importance of the capability sets Solution Platform and Industrialization across all 

business logics shows once again that SBF and thus the performance of solution business is 

strongly dependent on the creation and further development of the internal prerequisites for the 

provision of solutions. If “solutions live in sales” only, an effective provisioning of solutions 

will fail as employees from operations and other business functions that have not been 

instructed to support solution delivery will not be able to contribute to their success (Storbacka 

and Pennanen, 2014). 

7.2. Managerial Implications 

In general, based on the results of our research, firms wanting to transform successfully into 
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solution business must increase their SBF. In this process, they first must assess their SBF as 

well as the capabilities that drive it. The measurement tool developed and validated in this 

study allows such an assessment based on the identified capability sets Solution Platform, 

Industrialization, and Commercialization, and each of the respective SBSCs that they consist 

of. At the same time, these capability sets, and their elements help fine-tune the degree of SBF. 

Thus, this paper identifies important directions to take towards adjusting the necessary degree 

of a firm’s SBF.  

Second, to build a foundation for increasing SBF, firms need to identify their actual 

situation by, for instance, using the SBF scale developed in this paper. Based on the results and 

related dialogue, firms can identify capability gaps and define a desired target status. The 

dialogue requires internal workshops where managers from different functions and hierarchical 

levels get the opportunity to discuss aspects of the measurement results. This usually affords 

valuable and detailed insights into the situation of specific organizational spheres that are 

affected by, and need to be involved in, solution business development. Hence, the SBF scale 

not only serves as a tool to measure SBF, but also helps to generate knowledge of what kinds 

of investments into capability development firms ought to consider in specific situations.  

Third, the process for acquiring or developing the necessary capability sets is very much 

dependent on the business logic a supplier pursues. This dependence creates different 

preconditions for SBF and thus for achieving firm performance. Hence, solution providers need 

to analyze the gap between the actual and the required SBF in the context of their business 

logic. Based on this judgment, a firm can invest in adequate capabilities and become a 

successful solution provider. A practical outcome is that firms need to be careful when 

benchmarking with other firms. A firm pursuing an input-to-process logic and a specialist 

business model may not learn much by checking against a firm that pursues an installed-base 

business. This is illustrated in the comparison between IBM and Siemens Business Solutions 
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(Ploetner, 2008) showing how the different histories of the two companies led to quite different 

outcomes, although both were aiming at improving their solution business capabilities.  

Fourth, increasing SBF typically implies making investments both in the form of 

developing new organizational capabilities, and in the form of re-configuring already existing 

ones. Most firms wanting to move towards solution business will have already undertaken 

experiments and one-off solution sales, and in this context will have developed new best 

practices. Our overall conclusion from the research we did for this paper was that particularly 

bigger firms may have many practices which they have not codified and which, therefore, have 

not become part of everyday practice. Hence, efforts to identify such practices and build 

support for their systematic replication are often the first priority. 

Investing in new capabilities is often dependent on the nature of the services that are 

part of the solution. For instance, Ulaga and Reinartz (2011) distinguish four different types of 

services that may become part of a solution. They are related to the questions whether they are 

input-based or output-based on the one hand and whether they are oriented toward the 

supplier’s product or toward the customer’s processes on the other. All these service types 

require special and different capabilities with respect to a supplier’s SBF, depending on the 

starting point from which a firm develops in the direction of solution business. 

Fifth, a key challenge in improving SBF is the need for perseverance to create return on 

the SBF investments (Johansson et al., 2003; Roegner and Gobbi, 2001). A shift toward 

solution business leads to considerable investments in new products and/or services (Neu and 

Brown, 2005; Windahl, 2015), and often in organizational restructuring (Gulati, 2007). The 

training or even replacement of employees (Bonney and Williams, 2009) and managers 

(Storbacka et al., 2011) leads not only to further costs but also to possible organizational 

turbulence. Costs mount further in the case of customization and long project durations (Artto 

et al., 2015; Nordin et al., 2011), or commitments to resolve customers’ problems 
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comprehensively (Hypko et al., 2010) and to achieve guaranteed performance levels. 

Consequently, firms require determination and long-term commitment to improve their SBF 

successfully.  

7.3. Limitations and Future Research 

No study is without limitations, which in turn open avenues for future research. In our study, 

we were able to validate the SBF measurement model with a large sample of individual 

responses. Although our three-step construct validation procedure and the large sample test 

should ensure that we have developed an exhaustive SBF measurement instrument, it is 

possible that this instrument does not include all possible indicators and sub-dimensions of the 

SBF construct. Replication studies could therefore focus on the domain specification and item 

sampling procedures. Further, the analysis concerning the link to performance implications on 

a firm level is limited to a small sample. Although we find robust evidence for the SBF-firm 

performance link, we cannot claim to have a firm sample which is representative for the 

population. Hence, our SBF-performance parameter estimate might over- or underestimate the 

true parameter. This suggests the need for a replication of this analysis with a larger sample of 

firms.  

Furthermore, our results indicate that a more nuanced view of the transformation towards 

solution business is in order. Specifically, two research approaches could achieve this. First, to 

better grasp how dynamically SBSCs and hence SBF develop, a longitudinal study 

investigating the duration of capability development could lead to further fruitful insights into 

the relationship between SBF and solution business performance as well as into the impact of 

business logics and solution market conditions on these factors. Second, firms take different 

transition paths to become solution providers (Kleinaltenkamp, 2007). To better understand 

these differences and the interplay of transition paths and business logics, comparative studies 

juxtaposing the differences in capabilities acquired and applied would be useful.  
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Moreover, as a result of such developments, firms often have to deploy solution and non-

solution business strategies in parallel (Markides and Charitou, 2004) for three reasons. First, 

solution providers in manufacturing industries tend to have a substantial product business as it 

helps them to create scale effects and thus to drive down operational cost. Second, having a 

focus on products forces the firm to continuously develop its technological competence, which 

gives staying power in highly competitive environments. Third, not all customers are willing 

to buy solutions as they may have different views on value creation (Kowalkowski, 2011). This 

raises the question of how companies can or should run such parallel business approaches and 

how they manage to realize the desired economies of scale and scope. 
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Table 1: Results for Structural Equation Model (N = 1,339) 

        Coeff. Std.Err. 95% CI lo 95% CI hi 

Impact of Solution Business Fitness 1st level constructs on 2nd level constructs 
Strategic Planning  Solution Platform .452 .035 .384 .518 

Management System  Solution Platform .302 .035 .233 .370 
Infrastructure Support  Solution Platform .217 .029 .157 .271 

Human Resources  Solution Platform .238 .034 .171 .307 
Solution Hierarchy  Industrialization .255 .031 .195 .317 

Solution Configurations  Industrialization .263 .034 .196 .331 
Solution Tools  Industrialization .365 .033 .298 .427 

Solution Delivery  Industrialization .350 .027 .295 .402 
Value Research (Segment)  Commercialization .282 .033 .220 .350 

Value Proposition (Segment)  Commercialization .120 .028 .063 .174 
Value Quantification (Customer)  Commercialization .278 .034 .213 .345 

Value Verification (Customer)  Commercialization .502 .030 .441 .559 

       
Impact of Solution Business Fitness 2nd level constructs on 3rd level construct 

Solution Platform  Solution Business Fitness .428 .048 .330 .521 
Industrialization  Solution Business Fitness .453 .064 .320 .570 

Commercialization  Solution Business Fitness .191 .064 .076 .324 

       
Impact of Solution Business Fitness composite on Solution Business Fitness global measure 
  SBF (composite)  SBF (global measure) .696 .016 .674 .735 
Notes: All effects significantly larger than zero at a 5% level. Standard errors and confidence intervals based on 
bootstrapping with 5,000 replications. Confidence intervals are bias corrected. 
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Table 2: Results for SBF-Firm Performance Models 

Panel A: Multilevel Maximum Likelihood M1 M2 
  Profit Profit 

SBF (composite measure) .14** (.06)  
SBF (global measure)  .18** (.09) 

Firm Size .93*** (.10) .95*** (.11) 
Intercept -1.66* (.98) -1.74* (1.05) 

Random effects parameters              SD(Intercept) 1.58** (.63) 1.58** (.64) 
Rho (AR(1)) -.51 (.32) -.37 (.42) 

N 30 30 
Chi² 88.20*** 68.80*** 

R² .58 .58    
Panel B: Fixed Effect OLS  M3 M4 
  Profit Profit 

SBF (composite measure) .18 (.11)  
SBF (global measure)  .28* (.15) 

Firm Size 1.02*** (.09) 1.09*** (.10) 
Intercept -2.22*** (.68) -2.70*** (.76) 

Firm fixed effects Yes Yes 
N 30 30 
F 66.51*** 72.66*** 

R² .58 .58    
Panel C: Fixed Effect Quantile  M5 M6 
  Profit Profit 

SBF (composite measure) .25*** (.08)  
SBF (global measure)  .30** (.12) 

Firm Size 1.11*** (.12) 1.15*** (.14) 
Intercept -2.93** (1.29) -3.47** (1.44) 

Firm fixed effects Yes Yes 
N 30 13 

Pseudo-R² .97 .97    
Panel D: Fixed Effect OLS w. lagged SBF M5 M6 
  Profit Profit 

Prior year SBF (composite measure) .16** (.06)  
Prior year SBF (global measure)  .28*** (.05) 

Firm Size 1.22*** (.04) 1.33*** (.03) 
Intercept -3.57*** (.29) -4.37*** (.20) 

Firm fixed effects Yes Yes 
N 13 13 
F 523.78*** 1,153.97*** 

R² .87 .86    
Panel E: Fixed Effect Quantile w. lagged SBF M5 M6 
  Profit Profit 

Prior year SBF (composite measure) .20*** (.03)  
Prior year SBF (global measure)  .31*** (.04) 

Firm Size 1.24*** (.06) 1.35*** (.05) 
Intercept -4.46*** (.44) -5.19*** (.39) 

Firm fixed effects Yes Yes 
N 13 13 

Pseudo-R² .98 .98 
Note: *** p < .01   ** p < .05   p < .10  
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Table 3: Business Logic Differences for the Importance of SBF Drivers  

 

 

 

SP c d e .358 e .590 c d .364 a b c .307
MS c d e .365 a .135 c d .357 b c d .485
IS a b .215 a .194 a .194 a .135
HR b c .248 a b .248 a b c .274 a b c .299
SH b c d .303 a .122 b c d .313 a b .292
SC a b .173 c d .448 a b c .262 a .182
ST d e .421 b c .327 c d .352 a .187
SD b c d .305 b .311 a b c .302 c d .559
VR b c d .313 a .165 c d .347 a .211
VP a .110 a b .234 a .198 a .082
VQ b c .270 b c .326 a b .200 a b c d .299
VV e .471 d e .501 d .425 d .568

x y .365 y .479 x .447 y .589

y .456 x y .360 x .328 y .498

x .238 x .217 x .286 x -.037
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Light grey: Per row, coefficient is significantly  smaller than coefficients in dark grey

Coefficients are assumed to be signficantly different if for each pair of coefficients beta1 and beta2 (a) the 95% confidence interval of beta1 does not include beta2 
and (b) the 95% confidence interval of beta2 does not include beta1.

Coefficients in bold signficant at a 5% significance level 
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Figure 1: SBF Measurement Model and Moderator 
 

 


